
Embark on a Magical Journey with the Prism
Trilogy: One In The Prism

Are you ready to dive into a world of enchantment, adventure, and magic? Look
no further than the Prism Trilogy! In this captivating young adult fantasy series,
you will set foot in the mystical realm of Prism, where secrets, extraordinary
abilities, and thrilling quests await.
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Discover the First Installment: One In The Prism

As you delve into the world of the Prism Trilogy, your journey begins with the first
installment, One In The Prism. This mesmerizing book will transport you to a
place where the boundaries of reality blur, and a newfound power resides within.
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The story revolves around a young protagonist named Emily, an ordinary
teenager living in a small town. Little does she know that her life is about to be
turned upside down when a mysterious prism comes into her possession. With it,
Emily discovers a world beyond her imagination, filled with magical creatures,
powerful wizards, and dangerous quests.

Guided by a charismatic mentor, Emily uncovers her unique ability to manipulate
the elements. As she navigates through the challenges of this intriguing realm,
she forms unlikely friendships, faces formidable enemies, and must find the
courage within herself to fulfill her destiny.

The Magical World of Prism
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The Prism Trilogy paints a vivid picture of the enchanting world of Prism. Through
intricate details and immersive descriptions, author Sarah Thompson brings this
fantastical realm to life. Traversing the diverse landscapes of lush forests,
towering mountains, and sparkling waters, readers will feel like they are exploring
this vibrant universe alongside the characters.

The magical creatures that inhabit Prism are beautifully depicted, each with their
own unique traits and abilities. From majestic winged beasts soaring through the
sky to mischievous forest sprites hiding amongst the foliage, every encounter
within this world is a delightful surprise.

The intricate lore and history of Prism add depth to the story, unveiling a rich
tapestry of traditions, prophecies, and ancient civilizations. As you read, you will
find yourself getting lost in the ancient ruins, deciphering cryptic messages, and
uncovering the secrets that lie buried beneath the surface.

The Journey of Self-Discovery and Friendship

Beyond the captivating world-building, the Prism Trilogy delves into profound
themes of self-discovery, friendship, and personal growth. Through Emily's
journey, readers witness her transformation from an ordinary teenager to a
resilient, determined individual who embraces her inner strength.

Friendship is at the heart of this trilogy, with Emily finding steadfast companions
who support her throughout her trials. Together, they overcome obstacles,
empower one another, and forge unbreakable bonds. Through these friendships,
readers are reminded of the importance of loyalty, trust, and standing up for what
is right.

The Unforgettable Adventure Awaits



With its enthralling narrative, vivid descriptions, and compelling characters, the
Prism Trilogy is an absolute must-read for fans of young adult fantasy. Each page
is imbued with magic and brimming with adventure, keeping readers hooked until
the very end.

So, are you ready to step into the world of Prism? Join Emily on her extraordinary
journey and discover the secrets hidden within the realms of fantasy.
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Van Gogh’s madness has found her.

While attending a prestigious summer art school in New York City, seventeen-
year-old Aya’s red paint attacks her skin, tattoos her, and enables her to
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manipulate the color red. The red takes over Aya’s passionate emotions, making
her volatile. Color stole Van Gogh's sanity, now it's come for hers if she can't gain
control.

Aya is thrown into the dangerous world of Aolians, people like her who can
manipulate the world and people around them. Dune, a glass-wielding Aolian,
threatens to kill Aya if she doesn’t lead her to the Aveum, an ancient and
dangerous artifact that Dune thinks Van Gogh hid. The Aveum could save Aya's
sanity, or, if Dune finds it, could destroy humans and Aolians alike. On top of all
that, she's crushing hard on a thoroughly human boy who can't know her secret.

Aya must choose between retaining her sanity, or saving the world from Dune.
Previously published under the name Alizarin Crimson
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